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A. The Retail issue: retaining customers

If you have entered recently a luxury brand store as I have been doing when writing this book, you

must have had similar experiences – mostly appalling. Situations range from not being welcome by

sales persons that look bored to death to arrogant attitudes that make you feel you are totally out of

place in the store. Not once has a salesperson taken any sort of interest in me: their only concern seems

to have the deal done and mostly I felt as if I was only a walking credit card. In my professional

experiences I have witnessed extreme cases like a salesperson spending 20 minutes with an old

gentleman, telling me when he has left that it is a very good customer of the brand who was looking

for a specific product his current store did not hold, who had come all the way to the flagship store

and “who would come back”. When asked if he had taken down his name and address to keep in

touch with him, surprise was my only answer. I have taken entire groups of trainees visiting luxury

brand stores and they always came back with the same comments:

The stores are dirty, sometimes unkempt, not the luxury idea they had in mind

The personnel is arrogant or doesn’t care

Whenever they came back with a satisfactory experience they would rave about it. Putting these

trainees in the most difficult situation there is, that of not buying a single thing, is an excellent

benchmark of the sort of service a brand is ready to give to their prospective customers. The real

question is: do they really consider them as prospective customers or just as a nuisance, wasting the

time of salespersons paid a percentage of the sales?

A recent study (2001) by French marketing company Euromap on a panel of 600 affluent European

women (“the leaders”) is even more fascinating1. These women are supposed to be familiar with

luxury and luxury brands: they are experts in the field. Nevertheless 20% of them find the luxury

brand store where they have shopped intimidating! 22% find them not welcoming! 20% have had the

feeling of disturbing the Salespersons! 20% think Salespersons do not listen to what they are telling

them!

Luxury brands are like spoilt children: they have been so accustomed to see customers queuing to buy

the products that they have rarely considered them as worthy of interest. Two extreme cases are

worth mentioning here:

A few years ago a French brand, faced with hordes of Japanese customers, was trying to give

their European customers a better treatment. Stores were then organized in such a manner

that the Japanese customers were queued on one side and treated like some sort of cattle,

1 Study made in France, Germany, and Italy. Figures have not changed since the previous study in 1997.
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while any non-Japanese entering the store were given a red carpet treatment. Luckily this did

not last long.

When questioned about the existence of a customer database, the Managing Director of an

Italian fashion brand told me: “Of course not. This gentleman you see here buying a dress for

the lady with him. Maybe it is his mistress. It would be totally inconvenient to ask him who he

his and maybe then send information to his home that may bring trouble to him”.

The reasons for not considering customers as persons are numerous. Companies like Tiffany have

been developing IT based clienteling techniques for more than 40 years, but mostly tracking each

customer’s sales2. This is a very imperfect approach to “knowing” the customer: what that person

buys is the complex result of the interaction between their wishes, the salesperson’s attitude, the

current background of the customer and the product offer of the brand. All this is can be monitored,

but who does?

Minding the Store: a specific business

When most luxury brand executives visit one of their stores they are concerned with visible things: the

merchandise (“has it been delivered on time?”), the display (“this doesn’t look right”), the sales (“how

much did you do last Saturday?”). Their only intercourse with the salespersons is through the Store

Manager (maybe even not). Very few luxury brands consider each of their stores as a business unit,

which needs a professional at its head and motivated and trained salespersons in the team. Louis

Vuitton is one who does. They hire Store Managers with business degrees, they develop extensive

training programs for the salespersons and they have redesigned their compensation system.

Considering a store as a business unit needs understanding the major responsibilities that are tackled

there (Figure 15).

2 “Before anyone invented the term CRM, very high-end retailers such as Tiffany & Co. had been collecting individual

purchase data and marketing to a segment of well-heeled customers. The technique is called "clienteling," and

Tiffany can even cull microfilm-and microfiche-based customer sales records back to 1956. It now uses a customer

data application, based on the Opus Millennium Store System from Cornell-Mayo Associates, to match customers to

specific store locations and purchase patterns. But it's an inexact science, admits Bill Haines, group director of

systems development at Tiffany, in Parsippany, N.J. "Matching retail transactions to specific customers, accurately

and consistently, is a challenge," he says. "And even if you do that, what people buy and what people tell you they

like are often two different things."” Clinton Wilder: No time for gloating, Informationweek.com, September 17 2001
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In a Luxury Brand all that concerns Merchandising and Image are centralized. The only domain left

under the direct responsibility of the store team is the sales itself: managing the customers, managing

the store team, managing the relationship with the store’s environment. This is where a significant

difference can be made.

Store Managers and Salespersons must be considered as professionals and as such special attention

should be devoted to them. This means that one has to ensure that employee performance supports

the company business objectives and drives their achievement. This means considering

simultaneously four levels:

1. Hiring: luxury brands must now consider that their traditional hiring pool (the other luxury

brands) is but one of their talent sources. Talents are what they should look for and they are to

be found where service is critical, that is in sectors like luxury hospitality and private banking.

Store managers must be considered as business unit managers and their business skills must

be ascertained. Traditionally they are successful salespersons that have gone through the

ranks: in the environment we are now describing this can be catastrophic because their

management skills can be scanty and their business skills inexistent. Hiring business

graduates as Store Managers is very innovative and can be a very successful move… if they

are given career perspectives.

2. Compensating: traditionally compensation of the sales force has two major characteristics. It is

low and its structure varies from region to region. Europe will have an important fixed part

and a low individual variable part; the USA will have almost all the compensation linked to

individual sales; Japan will have a fixed part and a collective variable part.
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Both problems should be addressed: global compensation levels should be raised3 and a

unique global compensation system including a fixed part (for salespersons to feel secure), an

individual variable part (to reward personal achievements) and a collective variable part (to

reward team efforts)4.

3. Developing competencies: to be an efficient Salesperson or Store Manager one has to have

specific competencies the brand must continuously enhance. Brand education, product

knowledge, clientele building techniques and attitudes, store management techniques and

team management techniques are essential. Training is necessary to set standards and

transmit knowledge. However it will begin to change behaviors only if it includes activities

and experiences for people to learn from, and is followed-up with ongoing “on-the-job”

coaching. Managers must manage their employees’ performance (as opposed to sending their

people off to training classes and expecting miracles). Therefore, they must be aware of the

factors of performance and be capable of impacting them. They must themselves be

„trainers“.

 Senior Managers have a critical role here: they must „sponsor“ training initiatives by being

present in the implementation and the follow-up to send out a clear message. The brand’s

Trainers‘ role is in fact to train the Store Managers by supplying them with the skills, tools

and support necessary to manage their employees‘ performance. They are „Performance

Consultants“ and must develop a true working partnership with Business Managers in order

to assess behaviors necessary for good performance and instill those behaviors.

4. Career planning: traditionally salespersons go on being salespersons. The most successful will

move to Assistant Store Manager and Store Manager positions… or will be poached by

competition. Strange ballets are thus seen around Place Vendôme in Paris: people will move

from brand to brand, with a salary raise at each move, to finally come back “home”. The raise

they would never have had by staying in the store, they have gained by moving around.

Salespersons and Managers must be given clear career perspectives. There are at least four

such career tracks open to them, which all have to be thought out:

Move from store to store or from category to category to develop the Salesperson’s

competencies

3 The Marketing Director of an Italian Luxury brand told me recently that when asked to cut costs “of course it was

on the store personnel that it was done. Who would think of cutting costs on the products or on advertising and

PR?”.

4 Each region will then adapt the system to its local traditions and constraints, but stay within the margins decided

by the brand.
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Move up from Salesperson to Assistant Store Manager to Store Manager

Move to buyer positions regionally or centrally (depending on the brand’s organization):

their expertise of the local sales is an asset here.

Move to training positions.

Building Client Relationship: the Challenge of Personal Service

The new challenge luxury brands are faced with is to grow customer loyalty, and this can only be

done at the store level, by developing service.

21st century consumers want to be considered as persons and not as an anonymous credit card holder

who may, in the very best cases, be sent an offer based on their latest buy at Tesco because Tesco has

implemented transaction data analysis. When connecting at Amazon.com the screen says: “Hello, Mr

Michel Gutsatz. We have recommendations for you”. They recommend books in line with my latest

purchases and ask me to improve these recommendations by giving them additional information on

how I rate the books bought.

Tesco and Amazon consider the people that shop there as customers –which is a way up from the

anonymous consumer that marketers revel in.

21st century customers want to be considered as clients: they want to be recognized, treated as a

unique person, pampered, reassured and they will know the difference between a computer-

generated offer and a personal offer.

The challenge for luxury brands is to build on one of the myths that accompany them: they care for

their customers. They must learn to develop personal relationships with ALL their clients to have

them satisfied and want to come back into any of the brand’s stores. They must become luxury service

companies.

Three objectives are critical here:

1. Develop Clienteling: each client must be recognized as such and all his-her personal

information treasured. Clienteling means establishing a personal relationship between a

Salesperson and a client. This can only be achieved through specific attitudes and with the

help of tools.

Salespersons must be client-focused: each person entering the store is to be considered as a

future client, be it today or in a year’s time, be it in this store or in any other of the brand’s

stores. Each client should be assessed and profiled, his-her motivations and expectations

determined, each piece of information hoarded. Clients constantly reveal information about

themselves to the alert observer: in conversation, when shipping or receiving packages
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(business, vacation, and related addresses), when selecting gifts (names, tastes, addresses and

significant events in the lives of family, friends, and associates), from conversations among

clients and from their business cards. The objective for each Salesperson is to be trusted by

their clients who will then only consider them as competent advisors.

Tools can range from the simplest to the most sophisticated. The “Client Book” is a basic tool

each Salesperson should have. It helps Salespersons develop an intimate knowledge of their

clients, become a trusted advisor of each client and plan their selling season5. An IT solution

such as a CRM software and a database are an alternative – as long as it includes all

qualitative information Salespersons acquire on the clients.

2. Make Service the cornerstone of the client relationship: shopping by appointment, personal

merchandise presentations, wardrobing, delivering purchases (or grouping purchases in a

Department Store), sending hand-written notes of thanks, informing the tourists of the name

of the closest Store Manager in their country, these are but a few of all the services a client can

receive in a luxury brand store6. Financial rewards can also be developed as Neiman Marcus

(InCircle program) and Saks 5th Avenue (Saks First) have been doing successfully since the

1980’s. Levels of services are to be determined at the brand level and implementation at the

store level then is critical.

3. Recognize the central role of the Sales staff: each Salesperson has an essential role to play in

identifying the client, in caring for his-her needs, in delivering the very best service. As

Russell Reynolds Associates recently said in their brochure: “Information doesn’t build

companies; science doesn’t build companies; intuition doesn’t build companies; promises

don’t build companies; volume doesn’t build companies; boundaries don’t build companies;

5 With an intimate knowledge of his clientele and a thorough grounding in the collection and the buy for the store, a

proactive Salesperson can plan his-her business through the selling season. By charting what to sell to a specific

group of key clients, (s)he further increases management’s abilities to predict business and manage stock flow. The

Salesperson identifies core clients, analyzing their past purchases and comparing them against the buy set for the

store. Building around specifics in the collection, (s)he plans which items to sell, when, and how best to introduce

them to the client. This requires a steady, meaningful dialogue with clients and a true understanding of the entire

collection

6 “Holt Renfrew has introduced a complimentary concierge service for shoppers. Services rendered include

restaurant reservations, ‘unobtainable’ tickets for shows and events, sending gifts and sourcing services such as

babysitting and pet sitting. At the same time the shop has launched a complimentary personal shopping service

(specializing) in wardrobe-building, image consulting and special occasion dressing, sourcing from every

department in the store.” Luxury Briefing, February 2002
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people do”. This refers us back to hiring, compensating, training and giving career

perspectives. This also refers us to the relative role that Salespersons and clients may have in

the relationship. In most cases these roles are asymmetrical: either the Salesperson considers

the client as a nuisance (arrogant attitude) or considers the client as some sort of a superior

being that can spend in five minutes what (s)he doesn’t earn in a month’s time (inferiority

attitude). A regular relationship should be built on the acknowledgement that Salespersons

and clients are on a par, engaged in a business transaction. Ritz Carlton has coined an

exceptional motto all luxury brands should ponder: “We are Ladies and Gentlemen Serving

Ladies and Gentlemen”.
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B. The Product Mix issue: managing the democratization of luxury

“But this is not luxury!” some will say looking at a Prada nylon bag or at a colored crystal earring by

Baccarat. “Luxury is exclusive!” others will say, thinking Hermès or Patek Philippe, and adding,

“Luxury is not something you find all over the place. It is a well kept secret!”.  They are, of course,

right… and wrong. Luxury, as we have seen, has changed and has considerably extended its scope: it

had democratized. It is only because of its being able to access an extended customer base that the

companies’ revenues have grown so aggressively over the last ten years.

What are the privileged ways of access to luxury brands for this growing customer base? There are

two of them:

1. Perfumes & Cosmetics are the cheapest of all branded products: it is easier to buy a $50 Dior

perfume than a $ 1000 Dior bag. Luxury brands have developed their perfume business in the

90’s to tap these new customers.

2. The price range of the products: the sky being the limit, the price structure on the products from

the core business can also be considered as a way to attract new and younger customers. The

typical question here is: where do our prices begin?

Perfumes & Cosmetics: the first access to a luxury brand

Perfume & Cosmetics is luxury’s n°1 market: it represents $21.8 billion sales worldwide, that is 32.9%

of the luxury market. Almost all Luxury Brands have gone into perfumes & cosmetics: the only

exception is Louis Vuitton7 (Prada has cosmetics and no perfumes). Licensed to specialists they bring

in annual royalties of 4 to 6% of the sales.

From the customers’ perspective a perfume is a mix of narcissism, hedonism, and emotion. It gives

easy access to both social reassurance and to the major luxury brands. But one of the major trends of

recent years is that the difference between mass-market and luxury perfumes & cosmetics has been

blurring. There are three main reasons to this:

Both products can be found in the same distribution channels, as chains like Sephora and

Douglas tend to distribute a growing number of non-luxury brands: on Sephora.com 54

brands can be classified “luxury” vs. 143 non-luxury!

7 “When I took my responsibilities at Vuitton”, says its former President Yves Carcelle (now in charge of all the

fashion and leather goods brands at LVMH), “I knew we must never be a fashion brand. This is why we never

launched a perfume”, in “Vuitton, les secrets d’une cash machine”, Management, September 2000
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Cosmetics companies like L’Oréal8, who used to use their R/D results in their luxury

brands first and then move them to the mass-market brands, now have a tendency to

shorten the delay between the two, taking away one of the competitive advantages luxury

brands had.

Mass-market players tend to be more innovative and to build on R&D investments.

“Accessible quality” has become the alternative to “expensive quality”.

Although the major luxury brands have seen their sales grow significantly (between 1997 and 2000 the

L’Oréal Luxury products Division sales grew by 52%; the LVMH Perfume & Cosmetics sales by 49%

and the Estée Lauder Companies sales by 29%), the brands must find other avenues to access price

sensitive customers. The major innovation has concerned and will concern in the coming years, the

product mix in the core business of the brand itself.

8 L’Oréal invests 3% of consolidated sales in R&D, employing 2500 researchers worldwide and filing more than 400

patents in 2000.

Exhibit 1: The Top 9 players represent 63% of the luxury P&C sales

2000 Figures Million $ %
Total 22000

ESTEE LAUDER COMPANIES 4400 0.20
LOREAL LUXURY PRODUCTS DIVISION 3200 0.15
LVMH Perfumes & Cosmetics 1950 0.09
CHANEL 1000 0.05
SHISEIDO 875 0.04
CLARINS 784 0.04
UNILEVER COSMETICS INTERNATIONAL 700 0.03
ELIZABETH ARDEN 655 0.03
COSMOPOLITAN COSMETICS 320 0.01

Total 13884 0.63
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The Price Range issue

Traditionally Luxury Brands have been pricing their products at rather high prices as we have seen

earlier. Nevertheless democratization of luxury access has seen most brands innovate in introducing

entry point lines. Luxury Brands have now to market simultaneously products catering to two very

different customers:

The strong growth of wealth means that there are more customers with more money to spend.

The brand must therefore have a product mix both with core expensive products and a

diversity of the product offer so as to allow all the different customers (conspicuous,

bandwagon, hedonic, snob) to find products that correspond to their tastes.

Democratization of luxury means that more people with less money will want to access

luxury brands. The brand must therefore have entry points into its product line that will cater

to these customers. The Prada nylon bags sell for $130 to 300, compared to $700 to 900 for the

leather ones. These entry price products must be less numerous than the core price ones so as

not to bring the mean price down.

Different product lines can then be imagined to satisfy these apparently contradictory needs:

A top line, very expensive, that will cater to conspicuous customers

Three core price lines:

o Best-sellers that will provide reassurance to bandwagon customers and status to

conspicuous customers

o Sophisticated products (amongst which some limited series) that will cater to the

needs of hedonic and snob customers –bringing meaning and a certain timelessness

o Fun and trendy products that will be primarily for the hedonic customers and will

address their emotions.

An entry price line, to attract new, younger customers and to introduce them to the brand.
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But is this democratization cycle going to last? Brands are faced with a major dilemma: accompanying

this democratization forces them to introduce lower priced items, which may endanger the brand

identity. This is the for instance the problem Cartier is now facing: do they discontinue their Must

line?

There are only two answers possible here:

1. Accept an Entry Line as mentioned above, but keep it under tight control (temptation will be

great here, if times are bad, to grow it excessively –and end like Gucci in the 1980’s).

2. Reject the very notion of democratization and consider that real luxury has a price: the ever

growing number of wealthy customers, and of the newly rich middle classes worldwide

should provide the brand with sufficient demand. This is the positioning of Hermès and is

currently the one the Richemont brands are adopting: “The democratization cycle has ended with

the Millenium”, says Franco Cologni, Executive President of the Watch Division, “We are

against ‘logomania’. We base the development of our brands on scarcity”

In both cases a third option is open, which is a way of moving the brand upwards: develop

customization to appeal to those customers that do not want to wear products any one can be seen

wearing.
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Customization: the Next Important Thing

“Consumers have been rebelling at the idea of shopping in our global village, where all the plate glass windows

from Avenue Montaigne through Madison Avenue are identical and the same big brands dominate the fashion

world. The riots in Seattle or here in France, the smashing of McDonalds and the publication of Naomi Klein’s

book No Logo were all signs that the climate was changing” said Suzy Menkes, the International Herald

Tribune Fashion Editor at a recent conference9.

Clients are not consumers. Clients want personalization. This can be expressed at three different levels

in the instances where brand meets client: in the service, in the products, in the stores. Having

analyzed the service, let us move to the other two.

1. Product customization: the risk takers we were describing in Part 1 are a growing number. They

are those customers that are fed up with seeing the same products in all the store windows, of

coming across the same accessories or dresses on their office neighbor. RISC, in their 1999

study on the luxury market, had already identified this new trend. In the 80’s luxury’s

dominant role was materialistic, in the 90’s it was immaterial, in the early years of the 21st

century it is there to “REENCHANTER” the world: it is about pleasure, optimism, risk-taking.

It is about personalization. Some will go for vintage clothes and accessories, some will move

to snob consumption and track little known brands or craftsmen – “the best kept secret”

syndrome. Many people will want to find non-standard products with their favorite brand.

Tom Ford at Gucci has already felt this: they will soon be offering made-to-order merchandise

as well as limited series products and the possibility for the customer to customize selected

products. In a sense this is what Fendi has been doing since 1997 with their “Baguette” bag: a

similar shape “that can be held under the arm like French ‘baguette’ bread” that can be found

in all sorts of materials (like crocodile, pony-hair, sequins, knit, hand-woven velvet,

embroidered satin and nylon), colors, and textures. Altogether 600 versions were made. Prices

range from $450 (for the nylon model) to $6,000 (for the crocodile version with a turquoise

buckle). "The baguette is the hottest bag because it appeals to the mind set of right now," says Silvia

Venturini Fendi, the director of Fendi's design studio who is credited with inventing the

baguette. "It's joyous, colorful, precious, and with so many different variations that it becomes

unique”10.

9 Quoted in Luxury Briefing, March 2002

10 “It’s all in the bag”, The Detroit News, January 7 2000
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2. Store customization:  a major credo of all luxury brands has been that they had to have similar

stores worldwide. The control syndrome developed by Patrizio Bertelli has led him to not

only have similar formats for his stores (mint green paint and ice color carpets), but also

similar formats for his offices. This is changing. Brands that now consider themselves strong

are moving forward, Prada being, as often, a pioneer here. In 1999 they commissioned Rem

Koolhaas on three projects: a new 22,680-square-foot store in the former Guggenheim SoHo

space in New York; and redesigning the 20,520-square-foot Los Angeles store, and the 43,200-

square-foot San Francisco store. Other architects, Herzog & de Meuron, who gained fame for

the Tate Modern project in London, are redesigning the Tokyo store, as well as Prada's New

York offices and the Tuscan factory headquarters.

"This is an exceptional project," Miuccia Prada said11. "We believe that many brands now have stores

that look alike -- and that's just boring. We wanted to develop an experimental store. We wanted to ask,

'What does shopping mean?' We understand that customers today enjoy shopping, that it's become a

way to socialize and communicate."

Prada introduces here a new concept: “epicenter stores”. They are those stores that will be

used to help redefine the brand. As Rem Koolhaas himself says: “The danger of the large number

11 “Prada’s Futuristic Formats”, WWD, March 2, 2001

Exhibit 2: Some Fendi Baguette Bags
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is repetition. Each additional store reduces the aura and contributes to a sense of familiarity. The danger

of the larger scale is the Flagship syndrome: a megalomaniac accumulation of the obvious that

eliminates the last elements of surprise and mystery that cling to the brand, imprisoning it in a

"definitive" identity. But expansion can also be used for a redefinition of the brand. By introducing two

kinds of stores - the typical and the unique - the epicenter store becomes a device that renews the brand

by counteracting and destabilizing any received notion of what Prada is, does, or will become. The

epicenter store functions as a conceptual window: a medium to broadcast future directions that

positively charges the larger mass of typical stores” . But this research for unicity is not limited to

flagship stores. In December 2001, Prada opened their new Aspen store: it mixes “modern

appeal with touches of Aspen luxe like natural stone walls, raw larch wood columns and

suede sofas” . Each new satellite store to be opened in 2002 is unique, in that it includes

elements or cultural references that reflect the city in which it is. “Taste has been standardized by

globalization, but there is a trend to rediscover local cultural values, to uncover new stimuli in different

cities and in different contexts," Miuccia Prada said. "People are now looking for customization -- a

wish to return to the roots of familiar environments, whilst simultaneously discovering new emotions --

emotions stemming from every country's culture in cities throughout the world”.

Exhibit 3: The different Prada Store Formats

New York – Rem Koolhas Tokyo – Herzog De Meuron

Los Angeles - Rem KoolhasStandard Prada Satellite Store
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This development of customization is but a recent development of Snob Consumption: as Bernard

Arnault says, “When you cannot differentiate yourself from others with money, then you must differentiate

yourself with something that indicates that you know how to recognize the best”12.

From a managerial perspective customization has a certain number of consequences:

1. Customizing products means growing a specific business. Just like Louis Vuitton and Hermès,

who host a “Special Orders” department. This is to be linked to the development of client

service as we detailed it earlier: Saks First can be considered as a perfect example here.  It has

to be the ultimate in the luxury the brand has to offer and has to be organized as such.

2. Customizing stores has the brand face yet another dilemma: how can building costs be cut if

each store is different? The store concept must therefore be thought as having some very

standard features –that can be reproduced in all stores- and some very specific features that

will allow it to be and feel different.

3. The Prada template (“epicenter stores”) is that of a “wow” store: but is it anything else than a

brand trying to impress other brands? Can it not be viewed as simply part of the escalating

war for customers’ dwindling attention? Koolhas vs. Gehry, or Droog vs. Future Systems is

just an expensive version of brands fighting each other. Is the customer here anything but a

hostage to “a spiraling upwards of grooviness which tends to take the customer out of the

equation – it is art director talking to art directors and designers to designers. The customer

has increasingly become a spectator of the circus rather than the focus”13. My contention here

is that all this is but a show: as long as service is not the focus, the customer will be out of the

picture and is only asked to say how (s)he is impressed by a store which is nothing but a

décor.

12 Holly Brubach (1998): “And Luxury for All”, The New York Times Magazine, July 12

13 Janelle Brown (2001): High Concept Haute Couture, www.salon.com

http://www.salon.com/
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The Cartier Case: Optimizing the Product Mix with Entry Price Points

Cartier was faced with the product mix issue in 1972. Cartier was a great jeweler that had built its

reputation by manufacturing extraordinary pieces for almost all international Royalty. It was known

as “the Jeweler of Kings and the King of Jewelers”. Relaunching the brand only happened through

breaking the codes of what a jeweler was considered to be: Cartier could not survive by being a top-

end jeweler, only producing unique pieces for a very limited customer base. The answer lay in the

launch of “Les Must de Cartier”, an entry price jewelry line. Robert Hocq, the owner, and Alain

Dominique Perrin, President of the company “Les Must de Cartier” understood the need to

democratize luxury and have status oriented customers access Cartier. Watches and leather goods

followed jewelry. By 1981, the Must Collection represented a 250 million Francs turnover (that is $ 50

million out of total sales of approximately $150 million).

Les Must allowed Cartier to introduce lower price-point products and to develop new lines of

products: in fact leather goods (1974), writing instruments (1976) and perfume (1981) were all

introduced as Les Must products. New watches like the “Santos” were also launched under Les Must.

By the end of the century the Les Must concept had become obsolete and only concerned certain lines

of watches and scarves. An interesting case is the best-selling “Tank” watch line. It is offered in 5

different lines one of which is a Must –sharing the same general design – but quite distinct in prices

(2001 Paris retail prices) and materials.

LINE PRICE RANGE (in €) MATERIALS

Tank Must 1 260 – 1 470 Vermeil - Silver

Tank Louis Cartier 4 050 – 4 530 Gold

Tank Basculante 2 020 – 3 740

12 200 – 14 200

Steel

Gold

Tank Américaine 4 370 – 8 350

11 200 – 39 900

Gold

Jewelry piece

Tank Française 2 250 – 3 830

4 280 – 7 900

9 750 – 67 100

Steel

Gold

Jewelry piece
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25 years later, at the turn of the century, Cartier once again had to face the problem of accessing

younger, less affluent, urban customers. It launched a new product line “Bijoux” of entry-level jewelry

and a new watch line (the 21, part of the Must line) priced around €1,500 ($ 1,300). “We want to attract

younger customers and make them feel comfortable about buying a $1,000 ring”. In 2001, Cartier

prices started at $260 for a gold wedding ring. A 1997 estimate by Credit Suisse First Boston gave the

following price structure and sales of jewellery for Cartier:

Range Average price point $ % of sales in value

Haute Joaillerie   (unique pieces) 50 000 15

Nouvelle Joaillerie (limited editions, exclusively priced) 10 000 30

Bijoux (lower priced volume products) 2 500 30

Trinity (gold items like earrings and triple-band rings) 1 000 35

The watch lines have a price structure which leads to a € 14,000 ($ 12,350) average price, the minimum

being €1170 ($ 1,000): 25% of the models cost less than € 2,500 ($ 2,200).

Number of models
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1170-1600 2000-2500 2800-3300 3700-4800 5000-10000 11000-20000 20000-81000

Euros

1997 figures gave 230 000 steel watches and 60,000 precious metal and jewelry watches sold. Given a

regular annual increase of 10%, 2001 figures should be in the vicinity of 340 000 steel and 85 000

precious watches sold. If average price-points are considered to be € 2 500 for steel and €14 000 for

precious watches, the sales give a 60/40 breakdown between precious metal and steel watches.

Exhibit 4: Cartier watch prices in 2001
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Units Price point in € Sales € %
Precious metal & jewelry 85 000 14 000 1 190 000 000 0.583
Steel 340 000 2 500 850 000 000 0.417

Total 425 000 2 040 000 000

Synthesis:

The Cartier watch business is structured around top luxury products, best sellers and entry

line products. They have no “pleasure products” (considered irrelevant to the brand) and

almost no “sophisticated products” (which here would be complications watches for which

Cartier considers they have no legitimacy).

They stretch their prices over a 1 to 40 range, very much depending on the materials used:

steel, gold or jewelry pieces.

Steel watches, which are their entry point line, represent approximately 42% of their sales and

40% of the models.

The question Cartier is now faced with is: as we want to position the brand at the very top

luxury end, do we not have to discontinue the Must line?
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Conclusion: The Future of Luxury Brands

It seems that in all periods of uncertainty similar questions arise: “Will Japanese customers come

back?”, “Which brands will survive?”, “Is not luxury dead (or dying)?”. These questions stem from a

mix of anxiety –normal in such a period- and of moral judgment on the ‘immorality’ of such

outrageous spending.

Given the fundamental assumption that man will always spend money on superfluous things –as

History teaches us- can we try to sketch the future paths of Luxury Brands, given all the information

we have on their history and present business models?

Five fundamentals stand out, which brands should observe and that will shape their future:

1. The current business model outlined in Chapter 6 has to be observed closely. This shows that

some recent attempts at reviving old glories of French couture like Jacques Fath, Emmanuelle

Kahn or Guy Laroche should have a very difficult time making it: apparel brands, with little

brand awareness left, little revenues from other categories.

2. All brands will have to find a balance between fashion products and best sellers, between

short term and long-term management. Keeping up with the Luxury Brand status definitely

needs to make fashion a minor dimension of the product mix. This is the risk Gucci is facing

in the coming years: upgrade its product mix to include more best sellers and less seasonal

fashion products.

3. Facing a very strong demand to democratize its offer, brands will have to balance their

product mix between entry line products and top-line products. Three paths are possible there

as we have seen:

Keep entry lines under strict control. This seems to be the Bulgari strategy.

Exit entry lines and move the positioning towards the top of the market, tapping into the

growing number of affluent persons worldwide. This seems to be the present Cartier

strategy.

Multiply entry lines to grow the sales, running the risk of ultimately losing control of the

brand’s image. This seems to be the Tiffany strategy.

4. Brands will have to tackle the tricky issue of what to do with their customers. There are two

options here:
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Customer-as-spectator: this is an “offer strategy” in which the brand “entertains” the

customer and caters basically to the symbolic and experiential needs of the majority –

keeping for its more exclusive customers the personal relationship building.

Customer-as-client: this is a “demand strategy” in which the brand focuses on building

customer loyalty, irrelevant of the customer. The only brands that seem to have taken that

route are perfume & cosmetics brands (that have little direct contact with their end

customer) like Clarins and Guerlain.

5. Modernization of brand management has been centered over the recent period mostly on

introducing marketing skills (LVMH has been known to be the first to hire managers and

executives with fast moving consumer goods skills). The challenge is now to modernize

processes, two of which are critical:

Simplifying the complex conception to production process needs to import concurrent

engineering methods from the automotive industry for instance.

Giving managers the possibility to know instantaneously where the products are, what

has been sold (and what does not sell), move products from store to store is critical: this

needs integrated information systems that very few luxury brands have implemented.

Whatever the road each Brand will take, History once again is an efficient guide and teacher: the

present Luxury Brands will survive and flourish, some of them will dye –either by not surviving their

creator or by not observing the business model. In the meantime other brands will be born and will

develop into Luxury Brands…with time.


